EDO Education Multan Becomes Ambassador of ASER

“I understood all the Pros and Cons of our Educational system through the worthwhile efforts of ASER”, said EDO Multan, Mrs. Tahira Shafiq Chisthi.

Although ASER is a successful project, she realized it only when I and Mr. Rashid inspired her by our presentation. After that presentation and ASER’s effective portfolio description, she remained in contact with me to discuss the critical aspects of ASER’s activities.

She was quite enthusiastic to join us at Multan ASER Launch on April 2012, when I invited her. ASER was the only project which has been able to bring forth a positive change in her views about Pakistan’s Educational environment. It seemed that she found it hard to believe that such an authentic and sincere effort could exist as is being carried out in our organization.

“ASER has brought a revolution in educational setup of Pakistan; the working of ITA in this field is worth appreciating. I would like to advise all the Education Officials to cooperate with ITA and also try to manage their working environment like them”, said the EDO in her speech at ASER Launch Multan. She also ensured her complete cooperation whenever ITA needed it at any phase of ASER.

ITA has bridged the gulf between EDO Office and small villages of Multan. The problems that exist in those villages were shared with her and she promised to resolve them on a priority basis. She also visited schools accompanied by ITA officials. She also allowed summer schools to conduct healthy activities under ITA’s supervision.

While meeting with UNICEF officials she admired ITA’s performance and prescribed ITA’s adopted schools as a role model for all Government schools in Pakistan.

ITA is motivated to be a change agent and will work as a catalyst to address all the problems in the Educational System of Pakistan.